
LE CROISE-LAROCHE [L-H] - 05 November 
Race 1 - PRIX DE LEZENNES -  2700m MOBILE E13 Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. IN THE SAND DELO - Four places from seven career starts including a 0.25L second in a Class E 

walk up at Nantes last month. One to note on mobile debut. 

2. INTACT PONT ROYAL - Finished in front of In The Sand Delo in a Class E walk up at this venue. 

Open to progress. 

3. I LOVE MY WIFE - 0.75L success in a Class F course and distance mobile race four days ago. Upped 

in standard but could continue to progress. 

4. ISSU DE CORTEM - Held on reappearance at Enghien eighteen days ago. Step forward required 

now in an autostart. 

5. IVAJALE - Sole win came in the saddle and hard to recommend after two poor driven runs recently. 

6. INVICTUS MENCOURT - 5.25L success in a Class F walk up at Vire twelve days ago. Open to 

improvement for a top stable. Key chance on mobile debut. 

7. INDYDARCHE - 4.5L fourth in a Class D mobile race at Vincennes 24 days ago. Consider eased in 

grade. 

8. INEDIT DU GADE - Solid 0.25L second in a course and distance event on mobile debut two outings 

back. In the mix if replicating. 

9. IPOLITE DE THIEZAC - DQ on last four outings. Tough to recommend. 

10. IMPULSE LOTOIS - Eighteen race maiden who looks unlikely to change that in this event. 

11. ISCO DU MONCEL - Two places from nine career starts and yet to find the frame in mobiles. Best 

watched. 

12. ISCO DE CORDAY - Narrow success in a low grade walk up at Moulins in May. More needed upped 

in grade after a break. 

13. INDIGO DE L'AIROU - Hacked up by 15L in a Class F walk up at Laon 33 days ago. Interesting 

upped in grade on mobile debut. 

14. IMPERIAL DE LARRE - Scored in a claimer two starts ago but may well need more in this tougher 

looking event. 

15. IRIS DAXEL - Unplaced in six mobile outings. Others preferred. 

16. ILLENC DES BOSC - Runner-up in three starts to date including in a Class E walk up at Caen in 

April. Interesting if ready after a break. 

Summary: INVICTUS MENCOURT (6) ran out a ready 5.25L winner of a Class F walk up at Vire twelve 
days ago. Open to improvement for a top stable. Key contender on mobile debut. INDIGO DE L'AIROU 
(13) hacked up by 15L in a Class F walk up at Laon. Interesting upped in grade now behind the mobile. 
INEDIT DU GADE (8) produced a solid 0.25L second in a course and distance event on mobile debut 
on his penultimate start. One to note if replicating. The unexposed ILLENC DES BOSC (16) would be 
interesting if strong in the market. 

Selections 

INVICTUS MENCOURT (6) - INDIGO DE L'AIROU (13) - INEDIT DU GADE (8) - ILLENC DES BOSC 
(16)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE LOMME -  2825m WALK-UP F58 APP Monte. Purse EUR €16,000. 

1. GALAXIE DU CONDROZ - Moderate fourth on mounted debut two back. Progress required. 

2. GONDOLE GEMA - Promising 6.5L fifth in a Class F mounted race following a long lay-off. Could 

improve. 

3. GOURITCH - Beaten out of sight on mounted debut at Amiens in June. Opposed. 

4. GRYFFONDOR DU POLI - Held in Class F mounted races recently. Others preferred. 

5. GREAT DELIS - Three placings in six mounted starts. Could show more back in this shoeing 

combination. In the mix. 

6. GREYSON - Three mounted wins from five starts including a 8.5L success in a Class F at Chartres 

41 days ago. Top claims. 

7. GADJO SAUTREUIL - Dual mounted winner but out of form when last seen in the summer. Best 

watched. 

8. GOOD MORNING BIBIS - DQ on his last two starts and remains a seventeen race maiden in the 

saddle. Others preferred. 

9. GODIVA VENI - Made all for a 0.25L success in a Class E mounted race at Enghien prior to a fair 

11L fourth in a Class D at the same venue. Key chance. 

10. GALAXIE GEMA - 8.5L third in a Class E mounted race at Cabourg seventeen days ago. One to 

note. 

Summary: GREYSON (6) has three mounted wins from five starts including when creating a good 
impression to score by 8.5L in a Class F at Chartres. Can take this class rise in his stride. Top chance. 
GODIVA VENI (9) made all for a 0.25L success in a Class E mounted race at Enghien prior to a fair 11L 
fourth in a Class D at the same venue. Key player especially if getting to the lead. GALAXIE GEMA (10) 
shaped well when 8.5L third in a Class E mounted race at Cabourg. In the mix. GREAT DELIS (5) is 
one to note back in this shoeing combination. 

Selections 

GREYSON (6) - GODIVA VENI (9) - GALAXIE GEMA (10) - GREAT DELIS (5)  



Race 3 - PRIX DE PERENCHIES -  2700m MOBILE G39 Harness. Purse EUR €16,000. 

1. GLORIA DE BANVILLE - Can be excused a DQ last time but in good form before. Potential threat to 

all if finding the finish. 

2. GINKO DE LA VALLEE - Resumes after six months absence. Market can guide on return. 

3. GORLANDO STEED - Running consistently well this campaign. Is a perfect one from one for this 

driver and is worth a close look.  

4. GATTINA D'AVE - Has placed on last four starts. Does struggle to win but makes appeal to place 

again. 

5. GAMIN DE COKTAIL - Finished second on last three starts and looks overdue a victory. Rates highly 

and easy to fancy. 

6. GARANCE DE LA FYE - Game winner at La Capelle two runs ago. Should remain in good form and 

is a genuine threat to all. 

7. GRIOTTE - 1.75L third at Pornichet last time. That form reads well and can improve again. Keep safe. 

8. GABY MAZA - 1L winner at Reims last month. That was a big upswing on previous form this 

campaign and interesting if building upon that now. 

9. GRANNY D'OCCAGNES - Won on reappearance but regressed second up. Is an inconsistent type 

so hard to put much trust in. Could certainly factor. 

10. GOLDEN ROSE VIP - 2.25L fourth at this journey last time. Goes bare-foot and can improve again. 

Each way chance. 

11. GOOD CHARM - Over 850 days since a last victory and would be a surprising winner. 

12. GRANTURISMO LEPINE - Disappointing the last twice and prefer to just watch here. 

13. GOLDEN GOOD - DQ latest but interesting on 0.5L second at Amiens on start before that. 

14. GNAQUE - Modest recent form and happy to oppose. 

15. GY DU GANEP - Uninspiring recent form figures and happy to oppose. 

16. GOBANA ANABA - 41 race maiden and unlikely to change that here. 

Summary: GAMIN DE COKTAIL (5) has finished second on last three starts and looks overdue a victory. 
Leading contender. GRIOTTE (7) rates well on form of placing last time. Keep safe. GORLANDO 
STEED (3) has won for this driver previously and comes into this following string of good efforts. Solid 
each way pick. GARANCE DE LA FYE (6) won two starts ago and followed that with another good run. 
Threat to all once more. 

Selections 

GAMIN DE COKTAIL (5) - GRIOTTE (7) - GORLANDO STEED (3) - GARANCE DE LA FYE (6)  



Race 4 - PRIX DE LESQUIN -  2700m MOBILE E38 Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. HERA D'ATOUT - Nose winner two starts ago at Mauquenchy but DQ only run since. Eased in grade 

and expected to finish close up. 

2. HULTIMA - Returned to form with 1.75L second at La Capelle. This if anything looks easier so very 

easy to fancy. 

3. HIMALAYA FORGAN - Resumes after seven month absence. Has the ability to factor in this grade 

if primed for return. Check market to determine readiness. 

4. HYSIA D'HUON - Game winner at Laon two starts ago. Disappointing since but had excuses and can 

show more now. 

5. HELITE ELEVEN - Was smart at best but regressive of late and likely best watched once more. 

6. HIRONDELLE D'AVEZE - 1.75L fourth at Reims latest. More required on that performance if she is 

to factor here. 

7. HERMINE CAPTAIN - Uninspiring recent form figures and happy to oppose. 

8. HOTLINE DE CARSI - Impressive winner three starts ago at Montier-en-Der and run creditably since. 

Each way chance. 

9. HALIZA - DQ both starts since winning three runs ago. Needs to bounce back. 

10. HASOCIE DE HOUELLE - Resumes after near ten month absence. Market can guide on return. 

11. HEDENN LOVE DE REM - Ended last campaign in modest form and will need to resume in better 

heart if she is to factor. 

Summary: HERA D'ATOUT (1) can be excused a DQ last time but that came in better race than this. 
Had won start before that at this level and rates a top chance. HULTIMA (2) was beaten just 1.75L into 
second last time. Can improve again and is easy to fancy. HOTLINE DE CARSI (8) has been running 
consistently well of late. Solid each way choice. HIMALAYA FORGAN (3) is a threat to all on 
reappearance. 

Selections 

HERA D'ATOUT (1) - HULTIMA (2) - HOTLINE DE CARSI (8) - HIMALAYA FORGAN (3)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE LA BASSEE -  2800m WALK-UP B HCP Harness. Purse EUR €27,000. 

1. IDYLLE DE VINDECY - Both placings have come at a much higher level. Expected to find this too 

tough. 

2. IMPACT DE CRISTAL - One placing from twelve career starts. Others preferred. 

3. INTEL - Two placings in lower grade grass walk ups. This looks a tougher proposition. 

4. IAGO VICTORY - Well beaten in recent starts but could find the frame on best figures in what looks 

a weak event for the grade. 

5. ILUCE DE BEAUCAMPS - DQ on last two starts but could place if replicating early form. 

6. IXORA - Back-to-back thirds prior to a fair 5.5L sixth in a Class B walk up at Reims. One to note. 

7. IDEAL DU BISTON - Scored in a Class E mobile race at Amiens prior to a pair of fourths in Class B 

company. Key player. 

8. IT'S VERY GOOD - Front-runner who was a good 0.25L second in a Class D at Vincennes prior to 

breaking stride at Reims. Claims. 

9. IDYLLE DU PERSIL - Two from three at this venue and arrives after a narrow success in a Class C 

mobile event 57 days ago. Leading chance. 

10. INSOLENTE REUSSITE - Produced two good runs in Class B company prior to back-to-back DQ. 

Dangerous to dismiss if maintaining stride. 

11. IMPRESSION GEMA - Seven places from ten starts but does remain a maiden. Solid 4.5L fourth in 

a Class A at Vincennes latest. Thereabouts. 

12. ISEULT FLOWER - 14L eighth in the G3 Prix Kurse at Vincennes a month ago. Frame chance 

eased in standard. 

Summary: IDYLLE DU PERSIL (9) is two from three at this venue and arrives after a narrow success 
in a Class C mobile race at Vincennes. Leading contender in current form. Front-runner IT'S VERY 
GOOD (8) was a good 0.25L second in a Class D at Vincennes prior to breaking stride at Reims. Firmly 
involved. IMPRESSION GEMA (11) holds seven places from ten starts. Solid 4.5L fourth in a Class A 
at Vincennes latest. In the mix eased in grade. INSOLENTE REUSSITE (10) is dangerous to rule out if 
maintaining stride. 

Selections 

IDYLLE DU PERSIL (9) - IT'S VERY GOOD (8) - IMPRESSION GEMA (11) - INSOLENTE 
REUSSITE (10)  



Race 6 - PRIX DE SAINGHIN EN WEPPES -  2700m MOBILE F87 Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. FRISE PONT VAUTIER - Fair 4L fifth at Amiens last week in a Grade E autostart. Down in grade and 

runs barefoot. Likely player. 

2. EMERAUDE VEBE - 9.5L seventh at La Capelle sixteen days back. Needs improvement. 

3. EVA DE LOISNE - 13L tenth at Pornichet in a Class E walk up in July. Others appeal more on return. 

4. EMERAUDE DE BOUGY - Arrives in poor form and her autostart profiles is not the strongest. Hard 

to make a case for. 

5. FULL MOON DRALIAM - Nose winner at Amiens before a below par eighth at Machecoul (Both walk 

ups). Place at best. 

6. EAUBELINE DU HOME - 11L seventh in an easier class walk up at Amiens a week ago. Cannot 

enthuse. 

7. FOLETTE DU MANS - Disappointing on last three runs but interesting if showing best form with a fair 

2021 record. 

8. FLEKKEFJORD - Good 4L sixth at Amiens last week tackling a Grade E autostart. Shortlisted. 

9. ETOILE DE CHRISTAL - DQ with 600m to go nineteen days back at a country track in a Class F walk 

up. May show more today. 

10. FORTUNA JIEL - Arrives in poor form but holds a promising autostart profile of two wins from three 

attempts. Consider with improvement. 

11. FABIOLA DE SALSA - 8.5L ninth at Strasbourg eleven days ago in a Grade F walk up. Fair course 

record. Worth a second look. 

12. FLEUR DE RAMBURES - 8L ninth at Amiens 34 days back attempting a Class F walk up. 

Unexposed at this venue. 

13. FLEUR DU NORD - Good 4.5L fifth at this venue in a Class F walk up on Monday. Runs barefoot 

and holds claims if repeating. 

14. FORTUNE DE CERISY - Down the field at Amiens last week in autostart company. Needs to be at 

best. 

15. FOLIEPOLIS - Excellent 3L winner of a Lyon-la-Soie walk up on Monday. Leading contender with a 

solid barefoot profile. 

Summary: FOLIEPOLIS (15) was an excellent 3L winner of a Lyon-la-Soie walk up on Monday. Leading 
contender with a solid barefoot profile. FRISE PONT VAUTIER (1) produced a fair 4L fifth at Amiens 
last week in a Grade E autostart. Down in grade and runs barefoot. Likely player. FLEKKEFJORD (8) 
showed ability a week ago at Amiens when 4L sixth. Shortlisted. FLEUR DU NORD (13) ran a good 
4.5L fifth at this venue in a Class F walk up on Monday. Runs barefoot and holds claims if repeating. 

Selections 

FOLIEPOLIS (15) - FRISE PONT VAUTIER (1) - FLEKKEFJORD (8) - FLEUR DU NORD (13)  



Race 7 - PRIX DE FRELINGHIEN -  2700m MOBILE F87 Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. EURO MAKER - 13L sixth at La Capelle sixteen days ago in a Class F mounted race. May progress 

racing barefoot. 

2. FREON DE LA BESVRE - Solid 2.5L third at Amiens last week in a Grade E autostart. Down in level 

and makes appeal. 

3. FISH DE HOUELLE - Winner here before a fair fifth at Machecoul twelve days ago. Unexposed in 

autostarts. 

4. EXOTIC JET - Arrives in mixed form and does not have the strongest autostart profile. Needs 

progress. 

5. FORREST D'ARC - 2L Mauquenchy walk up winner before a solid 2.25L fourth here a month ago. 

Returns to autostarts now. Holds claims. 

6. FALCO DU HAMEL - Good 0.75L third at Chartres on Sunday in a Class E walk up. Consider running 

barefoot. 

7. FILOU DE LARRE - Not disgraced on Sunday at Chartres when 6.25L ninth in a Grade E walk up. 

Needs to show best. 

8. FAX DE L'AUMOY - Found success at Graignes by 4.25L a month ago. Unexposed in autostarts and 

shortlisted. 

9. ELEGANT DE BOLERO - DQ on last three outings. Autostart profile not the strongest. 

10. FRICHTI - Fair form before a DQ at La Capelle in September in a Class F walk up. Not dismissed 

on his autostart and barefoot profiles. 

11. FALMACO DES ANGLES - Arrives in poor form and hard to make a case for. 

12. EN CHOEUR FERFAY - Fairly consistent seven year old who scored by 2L in a Chalons-en-

Champagne Class F walk up a month ago. Interesting. 

13. FUTUR ESPOIR - Arrives in uninspiring form in both walk ups and autostarts but his record in this 

discipline is worth a second look. 

14. FLAMENCO FAC - Fair 6.5L fifth at this course eleven days ago in this autostart company. Solid 

top-three prospects. 

15. FIUMORBO - DQ four weeks ago at a country venue. Needs more. 

16. FRINGANT PACHA - Found success at Chalons-en-Champagne a month ago in a low grade walk 

up. Interesting. 

Summary: FREON DE LA BESVRE (2) produced a solid 2.5L third at Amiens last week in a Grade E 
autostart. Down in level and makes plenty of appeal. FLAMENCO FAC (14) ran with credit at this course 
when a fair 6.5L fifth in this autostart company. Solid top-three prospects. FAX DE L'AUMOY (8) found 
success at Graignes by 4.25L. Unexposed in autostarts and shortlisted. FORREST D'ARC (5) was a 2L 
Mauquenchy walk up winner before a solid 2.25L fourth here. Returns to autostarts now. Holds claims. 

Selections 

FREON DE LA BESVRE (2) - FLAMENCO FAC (14) - FAX DE L'AUMOY (8) - FORREST D'ARC (5)  



Race 8 - PRIX DE HELLEMMES -  2700m MOBILE D190 Harness. Purse EUR €31,000. 

1. ECLAIR GOLD - Good 3L third at La Capelle on Sunday in this autostart level. Makes appeal without 

shoes. 

2. FORBAN - 26L 12th at Agen four weeks ago in a Grade E autostart. Others appeal more. 

3. FOXTROT NOBLESS - Caught the eye at Graignes a month ago when a 3.25L winner of a Class E 

walk up. Leading chance despite only having two autostart runs to date. 

4. ETOILE DU PERCHE - Faded late on at Enghien three weeks ago when 7.25L seventh in a Grade 

D walk up. Interesting on second autostart attempt. 

5. DIVA BEAUREGARD - Good 3.5L fourth at Lisieux on Monday. Consider. 

6. FRANKLIN PARK - Not disgraced at Chartres on Sunday when 5.5L seventh in a Grade E walk up. 

Worth a second look without shoes. 

7. FUTUR DU CHENE - Course autostart winner in a similar level before disappointing at Chartres (walk 

up) a fortnight ago. May bounce back. Include. 

8. CAP LIGNERIE - 10L eleventh at Lyon-Parilly twelve days ago in a Class E walk up. Autostart profile 

not the strongest. 

9. FISTON D'AWAGNE - Solid 0.75L third at Amiens last week tackling a Grade D autostart. Holds 

claims. 

10. FUEGO DU MORTIER - 1.25L winner of an Enghien Class D walk up 23 days ago. Shortlisted with 

consistent form prior. 

11. ETENCLIN - Good 3.25L fifth at Vincennes a year ago in a Class C autostart. May need this 

comeback but runs barefoot. 

Summary: FOXTROT NOBLESS (3) caught the eye at Graignes when a 3.25L winner of a Class E walk 
up. Leading chance despite only having two autostart runs to date. ECLAIR GOLD (1) produced a good 
3L third at La Capelle on Sunday in this autostart level. Makes appeal without shoes. FUTUR DU 
CHENE (7) was a course autostart winner in a similar level before disappointing at Chartres (walk up). 
May bounce back. Include. ETENCLIN (11) may place if fit and ready for this comeback run. 

Selections 

FOXTROT NOBLESS (3) - ECLAIR GOLD (1) - FUTUR DU CHENE (7) - ETENCLIN (11) 

  

 


